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Kepley never mentioned a charge for overtime.  I told him that he should establish a schedule and begin the 

copying.To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Douglas Horne/ARRB(bcc: David 

Marwell/ARRB)From:	Dave Montague/ARRBDate:	03/05/97 12:38:36 PMSubject: 	Re: More on NARA visit 

re: Boston Globe interview tapes*David Kepley was very cordial (as usual) & seemed concerned about our 

reaction to:Boston Globe assassination interview tapesKepley said Charlie Mayn encountered a problem trying 

to tape the 5 reference copies(they are old & will take appx 7 hours to complete).  I expressed the need for 

this material in preparation for the Texas trip & he agreed to let us borrow them.  I asked him to have them 

ready for me to pick up & he said he'll have them in his area tomorrow...Garrison tapesKepley said duplication 

of the tapes has not started because (due to the volume) he was trying to determine the best estimate he 

could for doing it on "overtime"; the Review Board would need to pay for this...He referenced a conversation 

w/David Marwell & David's desire to have the material copied at NARA, rather than a private firm or another 

agency (possible conflict-of-interest issues)...His estimate for copying all of the Garrison material is:$5,000.00 

on the high side & $2,500.00 on the low side*his guess is that it would probably be somewhere in the middle 

& assures us that he is not charging more than would be needed to handle the overtime hours...He realizes we 

will have tomake a decision on how we want to proceedI asked him if he could check on the Perry Raymond 

Russo & Gordon Duane Novel materials because they are a priority for us...Kepley agreed to check through 

thematerial & will try to copy that for us if the volume is not too large...I thanked him for anything he can do & 

told him I'd see him tomorrow...
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